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Abstract 

 This article provides an overview (non-comprehensive) on recent developments 

regarding pyridine-containing 12-membered tetraazamacrocycles with pyclen or Py2N2 

backbones and their metal complexes from 2017 to the present. Firstly, the synthesis of newly 

described ligands and complexes with relevance to medicine are described. The second part 

deals with the reactivity of complexes bearing these ligands and their uses in catalysis. Special 

emphasis on the role of the pyridine-containing ligand is highlighted along the text. 

 

1. Introduction.  

Macrocyclic structures containing nitrogen atoms are widespread in nature. Indeed, 

polyazamacrocycles play fundamental role in biological processes as illustrated when 

considering porphyrins or related compounds.1,2 These compounds are an everlasting source of 

inspiration and the desire of mimicking them has been always an aspiration for chemists. The 

study of polyazamacrocycles involves joint research from both organic synthetic and inorganic 

or organometallic chemists but, importantly, the utility of these ligands falls far beyond 

chemistry. For instance, polyazamacrocycles and their complexes have been extensively used in 

catalysis but have found an irreplaceable place in the field of medicine as therapeutic or 

diagnosis agents,3 as well as biological sensors. In this sense, the approval of gadolinium(III) 

complex Magnevist®, showing an acyclic polyazadentate ligand for magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) contrast agent (CA) by FDA in 1988 was a landmark. Since then, 11 more MRI CA based on 

gadolinium(III) complexes have been approved,4,5 including some with cyclic polyazamacrocyclic 

ligands. Due to relative toxicity and cost of gadolinium complexes, extensive search to develop 

less toxic, more stable MRI CA which operates at lower doses has been accomplished.6  

With virtually countless imaginable possibilities, there are several polyazamacrocyclic 

architectures that are commonly employed. Among them, tetraaza-12-membered macrocycles, 

in which at least one of the N-atoms belongs to a pyridine ring, have received particular 
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attention. In fact, gadopiclenol, a gadolinium(III) complex coordinated to a pyridine-containing 

polyazamacrocyclic ligand has been recently evaluated in Phase III clinical trials as MRI CA with 

positive results, as reported by Geubert. This fact could be attributed to the particular properties 

conferred to the macrocyclic ligand by the presence of the pyridine(s) ring(s) which are, 

subsequently transferred to the complex when coordinated. Thus, the kinetic stability is strongly 

affected by the presence of a pyridine into the polyazamacrocycle skeleton by increasing the 

conformational rigidity and tuning the basicity. These features are of paramount importance 

when considering these complexes for MRI CA and for other applications. In spite of this stability, 

complexes from pyridine-containing macrocycles exhibit a remarkable reactivity. Indeed, the 

deviation from planarity of the donor atoms imposed by the pyridine influences the metal 

complexes in two related ways. On the one hand, the small cavity of the 12-membered 

macrocyclic ligand forces a coordination geometry which facilitates the approach of the reagents 

in cis position. On the other hand, the geometry and electronic properties enable access to 

uncommon high oxidation states of the coordinated metal atom. These features have been 

applied to the study of fundamental stoichiometric organometallic reactions as well as in 

catalysis. 

Although several type of ligands could meet the structural description, this Perspective 

article deals with two specific skeletons, which are the most frequently employed and studied 

(Scheme 1). With one single pyridine ring, 3,6,9-triaza-1(2,6)-pyridinacyclodecaphane is the 

most commonly found structure of tetraaza-12-membered macrocycles containing a single 

pyridine ring. Several abbreviations have been utilized to name easily this compound, but in the 

recent times the alias pyclen seems to have imposed. A pyclen derivative, PCTA, is also well-

known by this term. Herein, both ligands will be designated in this manner in the text and 

schemes. Regarding the presence of two pyridine rings, symmetric 3,7-diaza-1,5(2,6)-

dipyridinacyclooctaphane is the most typical ligand. In general, this ligand is simply abbreviated 

by Py2N2, which again will be used herein for this specific ligand. Normally, authors tend to add 

more information about the ligand on the abbreviations. While this might be suitable for a 

research paper, it turns unmanageable for a revision and, therefore, only easily recognizable 

ligands will be designated with common names. The rest of them will be named Ln with 

consecutive numbers. With respect to the metal complexes, the drawings in Scheme 1 will be 

used, although many possibilities for the 3D description exits. Metal complexes will be 

designated as M(m)Ln (m = formal oxidation state; n = ligand number) along text and schemes, 

regardless the rest of inner and outer sphere ligands, and the later will be only included when 

necessary. 

 

Scheme 1. Structure of the pyridine-containing tetraaza-12-membered macrocycles disclosed. 

 

A recent review focused on catalytic applications involving this type of ligands from 

some of the authors covered relevant literature up to 2016.7 However, the increasing number 



of works dealing with these ligands and its relevance justifies the need to cover, although in a 

relatively brief manner, the progress done in the last years, including works reported already in 

2022. Two well-differentiated parts comprises this work. The first one is devoted to the synthesis 

of 12-membered-pyridine containing macrocycles and some of their complexes in works mainly 

oriented to the development of MRI CA or related applications. Describing properties relevant 

to medical applications are beyond the scope of this article and will only be indicated briefly in 

selected examples. The second part is focused on the reactivity of metal complexes containing 

this class of ligands starting with redox processes, especially biomimetic reactions, and 

continues with studies on C–C bond formation reactions. Several aspects such as complex 

synthesis, stoichiometric chemistry and their role as catalysts are discussed with a focus on the 

influence of the pyridine ring.  

 

2. Synthesis of pyridine-containing 12-membered tetraazamacrocycles and their 

complexes for medicinal uses. 

2.1. Pyclen ligands. 

The synthetic strategy to prepare pyclen-type compounds still relies in the Richman-

Atkins procedure described in 1974.8 This straightforward approach makes use of a given 2,6-

difunctionalized pyridine and a protected triamine. The two fragments can be assembled under 

certain reactions conditions and, in general, with good yields regardless the unfavourable 

entropic factor. Indeed, Richman-Atkins procedure constitutes a quite robust synthetic method, 

especially for structurally simple pyclen type ligands. The main issue of the approach resides on 

retarding and tedious protection-deprotection steps. This fact becomes apparent when 

introducing additional substituents. Normally, longer synthetic sequences are unavoidable in 

those cases. Moreover, the introduction of different groups at each N atom of the macrocycle, 

requires the preparation of specifically substituted triamines as starting materials. In the recent 

years, the catalogue of new pyclen related macrocycles has been fruitfully expanded. 

The group of K. C. Green has been actively working in the preparation of new pyclen 

derivatives with different purposes. For instance, apart from MRI CA uses, Green’s group found 

in 2013 that simple pyclen had promising properties as antioxidant in a biological context.9 In 

particular, the distinctive structure of pyclen provided two ways to control oxidation processes 

which might eventually induce cell death. On the one hand, the pyridine ligand showed 

antioxidant properties. On the other hand, the macrocyclic backbone served as a chelating agent 

for copper, hindering Cu(II)-induced redox oxidative stress processes on cells. This discovery 

triggered new studies on the ability of pyclen ligands as antioxidants with special focus on the 

effect of substituents at position 4 in the pyridine ring in the pyclen ligand (Scheme 2). This 

strategy is based on the reasonable assumption that this modification might influence the 

antioxidant activity without compromising the chelation ability. Thus, Green and co-workers 

described the synthesis of hydroxyl-substituted pyclen-OH macrocycles L1 and L2, through a 

typical Richman-Atkins macrocyclization of benzyloxy-protected pyridine derivatives 2a-b with 

nosyl-protected triamine 1 and subsequent removal of all protecting groups. As expected, the 

presence of the hydroxyl moiety significantly enhanced the antioxidant activity. Moreover, their 

chelation abilities were demonstrated with the preparation of several ions from transition,10,11,12 

and group 2 metals.13 



 

Scheme 2. Synthesis of OH-substituted pyclen ligands L1 and L2. 

 

A related contribution from Green’s group focused on providing methodology for the 

synthesis of pyclen macrocycles bearing electron-withdrawing groups at position 4 on the 

pyridine ring (Scheme 3).14,12 Conventional methodologies were employed to prepare the 

required 4-substituted bis-(2,6-bromomethyl)pyridine derivatives 4a-d, whose better solubility 

with respect to chloro analogues ensured a more efficient cyclization. Moreover, the selection 

of the protected triamines 1 relied on the functional group compatibility for the deprotection 

step. With these considerations, macrocyclization under Richman-Atkins conditions led to the 

formation of the macrocycles 5a-d in good yields and the subsequent removal of the protecting 

groups allowed an efficient synthesis of pyclen derivatives L3-L6. 

 

Scheme 3. Synthesis of pyclen ligands L3-L6 with electron-withdrawing groups at pyridine ring. 

 

González-García, Villar, García-España and co-workers reported the synthesis of pyclen 

derivatives L7-L9 decorated with triphenylamine, as hydrochloride salts (Scheme 4).15 These 

ligands were prepared by using the required amount of known pytren macrocycle16 and 

triarylamines derivatives 6 via condensation, reduction and precipitation with HCl. These 

triphenylamine derivatives of pyclen L7-L9 strongly bind some G-quadruplex (G4s), non-

canonical DNA secondary structures, without disturbing their structure. Due to the relevant 

roles attributed to G4s in biological processes, this study showed the potential of these ligands 

in therapeutic uses. 

 



Scheme 4. Synthesis of triphenylamine-derived pyclen ligands L7-L9. 

 

Typically, the synthesis of PCTA requires the preparation of pyclen. Thus a relatively long 

sequence starts with a macrocyclization using sulfonyl-protected triamines 1 and 2,6-

disubstituted pyridines 7.17 Apparently straightforward tosyl removal to afford pyclen and 

subsequent alkylation reactions are then accomplished, yet they are tricky steps that proceed in 

modest yields. In 2018, Galaup, Picard and co-workers reported an alternative method for the 

synthesis of PCTA and analogues,18 by using previously reported triamine 9 (Scheme 5).19 Amine 

9 undergoes macrocyclization in similar efficiency when compared with the traditional method, 

but allows a quantitative transformation to PCTA. Although the key triamine 9 could be prepared 

from the unprotected amine 11, an alternative approach from commercially available amine 13 

was also reported. Importantly, using common synthetic intermediate 14, this route allowed the 

preparation of PCTA analogues L10 and L11 bearing an amide or a phosphinate coordinating 

groups tethered at position 6 of the macrocycle. Interestingly, L10 and L11 were used to prepare 

complexes from Eu(III), Tb(III) and Gd(III). 

 

Scheme 5. New synthesis of PCTA and L10-L11 analogues from suitable triamines. 

 

Subsequently, Leygue, Picard and co-workers reported the preparation of bifunctional 

chelators based on the PCTA macrocycle core, which could be suitable ligands for bioconjugation 

(Scheme 6).20 Based on the synthetic approach described before by Picard,18 they reported the 

synthesis of ligands L12 and L13 decorated with additional carboxylic acid groups at position 4 

of the pyridine or tethered at position 6 of the macrocycle, respectively. The presence of these 



functionalities was exploited to prepare representative conjugates. For instance, 

cholecystokinin peptide derivative 19 and biotin derivative 20 were coupled with macrocycle 18 

to afford the corresponding conjugates L12 and L13, respectively. Importantly, Y(III) complex 
89YIII-L12 could be prepared without interference of the peptide substituent. Moreover, 

quantitative coordination of compound L14 to Eu(III) formed the corresponding complex EuIII-

L14 showing and additional carboxylate moiety. This remote group served for the immobilization 

using 3-aminopropyl SiO2 (21) as solid support. 

 

Scheme 6. Synthesis of bifunctional ligands L12-L14 for bioconjugation and immobilization.  

 

Among the possibilities to modulate pyclen properties by introducing substituents, 

modifications on well-studied PCTA,17 constitutes one of the preferred choices. For instance, the 

replacement of carboxylate moieties by 2-picolinates has been employed to generate the family 

of picolinate pyclen ligand derivatives L15-L19 expanding the number of coordination sites 

(Scheme 7). Indeed, the synthesis of all possible carboxylate/picolinate replacements was 

patented by Tripier, Rousseaux and co-workers,21 and further discussed afterwards in a series of 

reports.22,23,24 The easiest synthesizable compound was symmetric L15 ligand. Indeed, it was 

directly prepared by alkylation of pyclen with picolinate methyl ester 22 and subsequent 

hydrolysis in a decent 31% overall yield. Other symmetric ligands L16 and L17 could also be 

prepared in a straightforward manner from easily available 6-Boc-pyclen. Here, the key of the 

strategy resides in the sequence of alkylation events highlighted in the scheme with coloured 

numbers for the alkylating agents. This programmable approach allowed the synthesis of both 

ligands in reasonable yields and with complete positional selectivity for the introduction of the 

picolinic acid substituents. In contrast, non-symmetrical structures of L18 and L19 ligands 

imposed a more elaborated synthetic route. The success on the synthesis relied on the use of 



pyclen oxalate 28, which can be directly prepared by treatment of pyclen with diethyl oxalate 

(27). From common intermediate 28, the use of same alkylating reagents following an adequate 

sequence along with the required functional groups manipulations, led to the preparation of 

both ligands in useful yields. A variety of picolinate-substituted metal complexes and their 

properties have been reported. For instance, stable complexes of 90Y3+ for radiolabelling 

applications have been prepared.22,23 Other complexes from lanthanide ions such as Gd(III), 

Eu(III), Tb(III), Lu(III) or Yb(III) showed promising properties as luminescent probes or 

radiopharmaceuticals.25,26 

 

Scheme 7. Synthesis of picolinate-substituted pyclen ligands. 

 



According to the potential demonstrated by metal complexes with picolinate-decorated 

ligands L15-L19, further modifications were introduced for a refined tuning of their properties 

and to facilitate their applicability in medicinal chemistry. Thus, the introduction of donor-π-

conjugated-acceptor “antennas” and the subsequent preparation of the metal complexes was 

recently accomplished (Scheme 8). For instance, ligands L20-L22 with pending antennas at 

picolinates at positions 3 and 6 were prepared from monomethyl ester pyclen derivative 32. An 

initial alkylation with prefunctionalized mesylated pyridines 33a-c led to the corresponding 

triester derivatives 36a-c in modest yields, due to the difficulties found for their purification.27,28 

After saponification, a set of lanthanide complexes were prepared in reasonable yields. Some of 

these complexes exhibited promising properties as 1- or 2-photon luminescence bio-probes. 

Importantly, preliminary studies highlighted the absence of significant toxicities in small animal 

models. 

With the aim to modulate the lipophilic nature of this type of ligands and complexes, 

the introduced antenna was decorated with a long alkyl chain using mesylated picolinate 

derivative 34. Following the same synthetic sequence, 90Y(III) complex YIIIL23 was prepared.29 

The presence of the saturated alkyl chain did not affect the radiolabelling efficiency of YIIIL23. 

Moreover, the increased lipophilicity allowed for an easier extraction of the complex. 

The introduction of two picolinate antennas in positions 3 and 9 was also reported.28 In 

an analogous synthetic sequence, pyclen derivative 38 and mesylated picolinate 33a were 

employed for the synthesis of Eu(III) complex EuIIIL24. Nevertheless, properties of this 

symmetrically substituted complex were less encouraging. 

Besides, Gd(III) complex GdIIIL25 bearing a single picolinate antenna at position 3 was 

also described.30 The synthesis required the use of disubstituted pyclen ligand 39 and more 

elaborated picolinate 35. Following the same synthetic approach, complex GdIIIL25 was obtained 

in a remarkable high overall yield. Potential applications as a theranostic agent were reported 

for this complex. 



 

Scheme 8. Introduction of conjugated antennas in picolinate-substituted ligands and 

complexes. 

 

Platas-Iglesias, Albelda and co-workers reported the synthesis of the new PCTA 

derivative macrocyclic ligand L26 showing a scorpiand-like structure (Scheme 9).31 Preparation 

of L26 was accomplished by extensive alkylation with chloroacetic acid (40) using previously 

described pytren macrocycle.16 Then, some lanthanide complexes with Eu(III), Gd(III) and Y(III) 

complexes LnIIIL26 were prepared. It should be noticed that yield for the synthesis of ligand L26 



was not given and the procedure for the preparation of the complexes was not thoroughly 

described. Remarkably, Eu(III) and Y(III) complexes formed aggregates in solution at high pH 

values, a phenomenon that has been rarely observed in lanthanide-pyclen based complexes.  

 

Scheme 9. Synthesis of scorpiand ligand L26 and lanthanide complexes. 

 

 Botta, Tei and co-workers recently reported the synthesis of binuclear Gd(III) 

complexes.32 In particular, the synthesis of PCTA dimer L27 ligand bearing a 4,4’-bipyridine 

backbone was reported (Scheme 10). The synthesis relied on the use of 4-bromo-2,6-bis-

(bromomethyl)-pyridine (41) and tosyl-protected triamine 1b to assemble the macrocycle 42, 

via Richman-Atkins reaction. Ni-catalysed homocoupling reaction led to bipyridine derivative 43. 

Subsequent removal of tosyl group, alkylation and ester hydrolysis led to ligand L27. The 

binuclear Gd(III) complex was generated by mixing L27 and two equivalents GdCl3 at pH 6.0. 

Interestingly, this binuclear complex showed a three-times higher relaxivity values than some 

commercial contrast agents, a feature relevant to a potential clinical application since it should 

allow lowering the dose required. 

 

Scheme 10. Synthesis of L27 with a 4,4’-bipyridine backbone.  

 

The preparation of monstrous PCTA derivative L28 ligand as bimodal probe for MRI and 

photoacoustic imaging was reported by Laurent and co-workers (Scheme 11).33 The ligand 

comprised three distinguishable parts, pyclen, aminoacidic linker and an organic dye. The pyclen 

fragment required the use of triamine 45, obtained in one-pot from di-nosyl amine 44. Richman-

Atkins cyclization with 3-substituted pyridine 46 afforded the macrocycle, which after 

chemoselective saponification led to ligand 47 showing the suitable functionalization to connect 

all fragments. HBTU-promoted amide formation of 47 with the lysine residue of aminoacid 

derivative 48 joined the first two fragments to afford L28 after complete hydrolysis. Notably, the 

yield was remarkable when considering the functionalization. Formation of Gd(III) complex 



GdIIIL28 took place in decent yield without interference of the aminoacid residue. The last step 

was the introduction of the fluorophore ZW800-1 (49), which was accomplished using EDC under 

pH control to avoid metal dissociation, affording compound GdIIIL28-Dye. Satisfyingly, the design 

proved valid as compound GdIIIL28-Dye was efficient in both medical probes and open a 

promising door for this type of compounds in medicine.  

 

Scheme 11. Synthesis of GdIIIL28-Dye as MRI and photoacoustic imaging bimodal probe. 

 

 In the recent years, in-depth studies have been accomplished to develop Mn(II)-based 

complexes as in vivo MRI CA in order to replace more expensive and toxic Gd(III) complexes. 

Among the plethora of chelating ligands available, 12-membered pyridine-containing 

tetraazamacrocycles have shown promising properties.34 This fact has triggered the search for 

new ligands based on slight modifications of pyclen and PCTA basic frameworks. 

MnII-PCTA complex and analogues bearing amide groups were reported in 2018,34 but 

other versions based on ligands lacking of one of the acetate arms were later reported (Scheme 

12).35 While 3,9-diacetate substituted ligand L30 was already known,36 the 3,6 substitution 

pattern shown in ligand L31 required an elaborated synthesis. Thus, the synthesis started with 

3,6-diprotected pyclen oxalate 28, whose N–H-free atom was protected with the Alloc group to 

improve its solubility. Then, liberation of 3 and 6 positions, alkylation, Alloc removal and 

hydrolysis led to 3,6-diacetate-9-N–H-free ligand L31. In a similar context, Platas-Iglesias, 

Valencia and co-workers described the synthesis of 3,6- and 3,9-diacetamide-9-N–H free ligands 

L32a-b, and the corresponding Co(II) and Ni(II) complexes were prepared.37 These complexes 

probed their ability, even though modest, to serve in chemical exchange saturation transfer 

(CEST), an emerging NMR sequence to generate images and contrast. 



 

Scheme 12. PCTA-derived ligands L29-L32 and their Mn(II) complexes as potential MRI CA. 

 

More elaborated structures have been prepared in the search for ideal MRI CA 

candidates. For instance, Tircsó and co-workers reported the synthesis of PCTA analogue ligand 

L33, in which the acetate residue at position 6 of the macrocycle was replaced by 2-ethylamine 

moiety (Scheme 13).38 This apparently innocuous modification required a remarkable synthetic 

effort. Indeed, orthogonally-protected tetraamine 5439 was employed for the macrocyclization 

with suitable pyridine 7a. The introduction of the acetate moieties at positions 3 and 9 was 

performed by nosyl deprotection, two-step alkylation with sodium formaldehyde bisulfite (56) 

and subsequent addition of NaCN. Hydrolysis of cyano groups to the acid with a concomitant 

Boc-group removal led to ligand L33. The corresponding Mn(II) complex MnIIL33 formed showed 

good properties as CA candidate. Interestingly, the response of the complex was pH-dependent, 

opening access to its use as pH-responsive agent. 

The synthesis of other ligands and Mn(II)-complexes bearing amine substituents at 

position 6 of the macrocycle was also disclosed by Tirscó and co-workers. For instance, ligand 

L34 bearing biphenyl backbone was prepared by alkylation of 3,9-acetonitrile-disubstituted 

pyclen precursor 5736 with commercially available 4-chloromethyl-1,1’-biphenyl (58) followed 

by hydrolysis.40 Various complexes from 3rd row metals were prepared and the Mn(II)-complex 

MnIIL34 showed enhanced stability due to the presence of biphenyl group allowing the 

reduction of the dose required for MRI. 

More recently, Tircsó’s group reported the synthesis of a new ligand L35 decorated with 

a tridentate arm at position 6 of the macrocycle.41 A relatively long synthetic sequence was 

required in this case. Thus, primary amine of pytren was protected as phthalimide to facilitate 

introduction of tert-butyl acetate groups by the alkylation. Subsequent deprotection of the 

amine and its dialkylation with 2-chloromethylpyridine (62) and ester hydrolysis led to ligand 



L35 in a decent overall yield. In this case, the prepared Mn(II)-complex MnIIL35 showed inertness 

towards Zn(II) ions pointing out to the feasibility to use MnIIL35 as zinc responsive MRI CA 

candidate. 

 

Scheme 13. 6-Substituted PCTA-derived ligands L33-L35 and their Mn(II) complexes. 

 

 Further modifications on pyclen core were performed to expand the scope of ligands 

supply for Mn(II) complexes. In this context, the preparation of oxygen-substituted pyclen-like 

macrocycle 6-O-pyclen, whose core structure differs from pyclen by a single atom, was tackled 

by Tircso’s group (Scheme 14).42 Using previously described bis(2-aminoethyl)ether (63),43 tosyl 

protection and Richman-Atkins macrocyclization with pyridine derivative 7a allowed the 

assembly of the core ligand in good yield. Subsequently, the direct deprotection afforded 6-O-

pyclen in moderate yield. Finally, alkylation with 51, saponification and protonation were 

accomplished to prepare L36, allowing the synthesis of the Mn(II) complex, among others. 

 

Scheme 14. Synthesis of 6-O-pyclen ligands. 

 

 Finally, a set of Mn(II) complexes bearing ligands functionalized at position 3 of the 

pyridine ring and N–H-free group at position 6 of the macrocycle were prepared by Laurent and 



co-workers (Scheme 15).44 The synthesis of these ligands relied on a previous work from the 

same group,33 making use of orthogonally protected triamine 65.45 Alkylation of 65 with 66, 

followed by Richman-Atkins cyclization with 2,3,6-trisubstitute pyridine 46 led to macrocycle 67 

as unique precursor for further manipulations at position 3 of the pyridine. Thus, Cbz 

deprotection, hydrolysis and complexation led to MnIIL37. Alternatively, amine formation by 

treatment of 67 with ethylenediamine (68), extensive hydrolysis and treatment with MnCl2, 

enabled the synthesis of MnIIL38. This complex is also a potential pH responsive MRI CA. Finally, 

a sequence comprising Cbz deprotection and chemoselective saponification afforded 

macrocycle 69. In this manner, HATU-promoted amide formation with propargylamine (70) and 

ester hydrolysis set the stage for the formation of MnIIL39. The presence of the alkyne group 

might eventually facilitate the bioconjugation of the complex. 

 

Scheme 15. Synthesis of MnIIL37-39 with pyclen ligands substituted at position 3 of the 

pyridine ring. (Free ligands are not depicted) 

 

2.2. Py2N2 ligands. 

The synthesis of 2,11-diaza[3,3](2,6)pyridinophane Py2N2 was independently reported 

in 1988 by Lehn46 and Pappalardo,47 respectively. Ligands of this architecture were also early 

applied as MRI CA,36,48,49 and served to prepare isolable stable complexes of a variety of metals 

providing a valuable tool to study fundamental organometallic reaction mechanisms.50,51,52,53 

In spite of the importance of this class of ligands, the common synthesis is characterized 

by the need of tedious chromatography and extraction purifications due to the formation of 18-

membered macrocycle trimer 75 as side product. In 2017, Mirica and co-workers reported an 

improved procedure for a faster and high yielding synthesis of Py2N2. The method notably 

simplified purification steps and enabled large scale synthesis to facilitate the availability of the 

ligand (Scheme 16).54 The synthesis started with 2,6-pyridine dicarboxylic acid (71), which was 

converted into the corresponding methyl ester 72. A successful reduction to diol 73 required a 

continuous extraction procedure using CHCl3 to improve yield and separation from the reaction 



mixture. Transformation of hydroxyl moieties into good leaving groups was performed by 

tosylation, which set the stage for the crucial dimerization in the presence of tosylamide 

monosodium salt 74. At this stage, a clever method to separate the desired 76 from trimeric 

ligand 75 was based on the completely selective protonation of the former. Thus, 76·HCl formed 

by the addition of a stoichiometric amount HCl (1.0 M) in EtOH (95% solution) was soluble while 

75 is insoluble in these conditions. With this simple separation method, this step could be scaled-

up to obtain 9.6 g (>16 mmol) of 76 with a remarkable high yield in a single batch. Finally, Py2N2 

was obtained after conventional tosyl deprotection. This route offers now a reliable access to 

large amounts of Py2N2 as well as to (non)symmetric N,N’-dialkyl substituted ligands of this 

family.  

 

Scheme 16. Practical and scalable synthesis of Py2N2 ligand. 

 

 In line with its previous studies with OH-substituted pyclen derivatives (see Scheme 

2),10,11,12,13 Green’s group also reported the synthesis of di-hydroxyl macrocyclic pyridinophane 

L40.55 The ligand L40 was prepared by dimerization of 4-benzyloxy-2,6-

bis(chloromethyl)pyridine (2a) with tosyl amide 74 (Scheme 17). The removal of all protecting 

groups was performed in one step with lithium naphthalenide and acidic work-up. Ligand L40 

showed a better performance than the observed with pyclen-OH analogues as antioxidant 

agent, keeping a high metabolic stability and low toxicity. Interestingly, when preparing the 

corresponding Cu(II) complex, the authors found that a dimeric complex [CuIIL40Cl]2 with 

bridging chlorine atoms was formed. This is a rare example of isolated Cu(II) complex with Py2N2-

type ligands. 

 

Scheme 17. Synthesis of OH-disubstituted ligand L40 and Cu(II) dimer complex [CuIIL40Cl]2. 

 

With respect to metal complexes comprising Py2N2-type ligands, main attention has 

been devoted to the preparation of Co(II) complexes and the study of their electronic structures. 

Indeed, the group of Krüger,56,57 and Boskovic58 reported the synthesis of various dioxolene-

Co(II) complexes CoIIL41 coordinated to N,N’-dialkyl substituted Py2N2 ligands L41 (Scheme 18). 

A related cis-dicyanamido Co(II) complex CoIIL41d(N(CN2)2 was also reported by Mondal and co-

workers.59 Importantly, these studies served to rationalize electronic properties of the Co(II) 



complexes. Particularly spin cross-over transitions and valence tautomerism were described as 

function of the size of the alkyl groups of the ligand. This knowledge can be exploited for the 

design of ligands that might finely tune these properties and exploit them for instance in 

developing fast molecular switches.  

 

Scheme 18. CoIIL41 complexes with N,N’-dialkyl-substituted Py2N2-type ligands. 

 

3. Reactivity of metal complexes coordinated to pyridine-containing 12-membered 

tetraazamacrocycles. 

 In spite of the strong focus of metal complexes formed with 12-membered macrocyclic 

pyridine-containing ligands in the medicine, the use in more conventional chemistry is notable. 

This section describes the rich reactivity of these complexes in stoichiometric reactions or their 

uses as catalysts. 

3.1. Iron-catalysed oxidation reactions. 

Enzymes containing high valence iron complexes are the most frequent biomolecules to 

accomplish oxidation processes in living organisms.60 In order to replicate this function out of 

the cell, simpler synthetic models based on non-heme oxoiron(IV) complexes for C–H bond 

oxidation,61 or oxoiron(IV) complexes mimicking Rieske oxygenase chemistry,62 are matter of 

exhaustive research. 

In the context of these studies, the use of pyridine-containing tetraazamacrocyclic 

ligands proved to be fundamental due to their ability to stabilize high valence metal complex 

intermediates. With obvious interest in catalytic efficiency, this ability is proposed to be essential 

in the stabilization of the postulated highly oxidized intermediates. In this regard, collaborative 

efforts have resulted in the spectroscopic characterization with several techniques of non-heme 

iron(V) complexes bearing pyclen ligand derivatives (Scheme 19).63,64,65 In particular, ligand L42 

was used to prepare the corresponding iron(II) complex FeIIL42. In the presence of peracetic acid 

(80), the complex was converted into a cationic oxoiron(V) species [FeVL42]2+. Importantly, this 

species showed enough life time to be characterized by spectroscopic methods (EPR, 

Mossbauer, UV-Vis or Raman) and XAS analysis. As main features, species [FeVL42]2+ presented 

a low spin state (S = ½) oxoiron(V) center. 

The catalytic performance of this compound was compared with previously reported 

TAML-iron(V) complex [FeVTAML]1-,66 in the oxidation reaction of cyclohexane (82) to 

cyclohexanol (83). Interestingly, iron complex [FeVL42]2+ showed a 104-fold faster reaction rate 

than the measured with TAML complex. This fact might be attributed to the neutral nature of 

pyclen ligands, which reduces iron(V) electrophilicity and, therefore, increases its oxidative 

ability. 



Subsequent studies tackled the study of oxoiron(IV) species.67 In this case, cationic 

iron(II) complex [FeIIL42]2+ was prepared. Subsequent treatment with tetrabutyl ammonium 

metaperiodate (81) and TfOH to generate oxoiron(IV) species [FeIVL42]2+, which was 

spectroscopically characterized (UV-Vis, Mossbauer, Raman and XAS analysis). The electronic 

state of [FeIVL42]2+ corresponds to a spin value S = 1 and geometry indicated a trans situation of 

the O-atom with respect to pyridine. Comparative studies indicated that iron(V) complexes are 

more reactive than those of iron(IV) in the oxidation of cyclohexane (82). Interestingly, oxidation 

of cyclohexene (84) with both complexes led to different reaction outcomes. While oxoiron(IV) 

complex preferentially yielded allylic oxidation to form 85 and 86, oxoiron(V) complex afforded 

cyclohexene oxide (87) with high selectivity. Experiments using isotopically labelled 18O2 gave 

valuable mechanistic information, which agrees with a direct O-atom transfer from oxoiron(V) 

complex to the alkene.68 

 

Scheme 19. Synthesis of well-characterized iron(IV/V) complexes with L42 and their 

activities in oxidation reactions.  

 

The ability to catalysed oxidation reactions using iron complexes decorated with pyclen 

ligands was exploited by Caselli and co-workers. (Scheme 20).69 In this study, the synthesis of 

pyclen ligand L43, as wells as the corresponding iron(III) chloride or triflate complexes FeIIIL43a-

b were described. Electronic characterization indicates that iron(III) chloride complex had a 

mixed spin state (S=1/2 and S=5/2), while iron(III) triflate showed single spin state S=5/2. 

Noteworthy, a remarkable catalyst-controlled product selectivity was observed in the oxidation 

of alkenes using H2O2 as oxidant and acetone as solvent. Indeed, using E-stilbene (89), chloride 

complex FeIIIL43a led selectively to the formation of the E-stilbene oxide (90), while triflate 

complex FeIIIL43b afforded the protected diol 91. The scope of both oxidations reactions was 

demonstrated with the use of highly substituted alkenes, aliphatic alkenes and limonene, which 

showed a complete preference for the oxidation in the internal alkene. 

With respect to the mechanism, complex FeIIIL43a should operate through a direct oxygen atom 

transfer to the alkene. On the contrary, the results observed with FeIIIL43b catalysts involve a 



more complicated mechanistic scenario. Although direct syn-hydroxylation followed by Lewis- 

or Brønsted acid-catalysed formation of 91 might be operative,70 detailed control experiments 

point to a crucial role of unavoidable amounts of triflic acid, which might mediate the 

transformation of the epoxide into the protected diol.71 Regardless the catalyst employed, it is 

important to highlight the role of the pyridine-containing ligand, since the reaction with simple 

iron salts did not provide any oxidation product. Moreover, these iron(III) complexes worked 

well with a more appealing oxidant as H2O2 in contrast to iron(II) complexes that require peracids 

as the oxidant. 

 

Scheme 20. Catalyst-controlled alkene oxidation using iron(III) complexes FeIIIL43a-b. 

 

In line with the above mentioned work, highly selective alcohol oxidation reactions were 

reported by Caselli and co-workers (Scheme 21).72 In this case, a well-defined iron(III) bromide 

complex with pyclen proved a suitable catalyst for the oxidation of primary alcohols to 

aldehydes. In particular, benzyl alcohols 92a-d could be converted into benzaldehydes 93a-d 

with, in some cases, suppression of the carboxylic acid formation. Notably, the oxidation took 

place under mild reaction conditions using convenient H2O2 as oxidant. Regarding the scope, 

benzylic alcohols with weaker C–H BDE worked well, while aliphatic alcohols still constitute a 

challenge in this transformation. Although detailed mechanistic studies are still pending, 

hydroperoxoiron(III) species might be involved. In addition, radical-clock experiments indicated 

that 1e– mechanism might compete with traditionally proposed 2e– processes. Although simple 

iron(III) bromide was promoting the reaction, its performance was inferior both in terms of 

conversion and selectivity pointing out yet again to the relevance of the ligand. 

 

Scheme 21. FeIII-pyclen complex in selective oxidations of alcohols to aldehydes. 

 

3.2. Manganese-catalysed oxidation reactions. 

The ubiquitous role played by manganese in biological chemistry,73,74 as exemplified by 

superoxide dismutase (Mn-SOD), manganese catalase (Mn-CAT) or the oxygen-evolving complex 

(OEC) within photosystem II (PSII), has triggered the research of a huge number of biomimetic 

manganese complexes. Again, 12-membered pyridine-containing tetraazamacrocycles such as 



pyclen or Py2N2 proved early their ability to allow access to Mn-high oxidation states as 

demonstrated experimentally and by DFT calculations described by Girerd and co-workers.75  

More recently, Smith and co-workers started a deep investigation regarding fine tuning 

of the properties of complexes bearing Py2N2 ligands with different steric requirements (Scheme 

22).76,77,78 With respect to Mn(II) complexes, they prepared a series of cationic complexes 

[MnIIL41]2+ showing alkyl groups with different sizes and donor strengths. The substitution had 

a remarkable impact in the catalytic properties of the complexes. For instance, H2O2 

disproportionation reaction (catalase activity) was promoted by [MnIIPy2N2]2+ complex (R = H), 

while bulkier substituents slowed down the reaction rates or completely inhibited the process, 

as observed with the bulkier complex [MnIIL41]2+ (R = t-Bu) of the series.78,79 Interestingly, the 

opposite reactivity trend was reported for the electrochemical oxidation of water to molecular 

oxygen. Indeed, [MnIIPy2N2]2+ complex was totally inactive in contrast to [MnIIL41]2+ complex, 

which showed the highest catalytic activity of the group. This fact was attributed to the 

increased size and donor strength of the pyridinophane ligand, which provided the required 

stability for Mn(III) or higher oxidation states postulated as intermediates.80 Notably, the authors 

highlighted the critical role of the pyridinophane ligand. Thus, the ligand is responsible of a 

suitable geometric environment with good flexibility in promoting a range of different N–Mn–N 

bond angles, which finally favours the critical O–O bond formation. 

 

Scheme 22. Synthesis of Mn(II) complexes with Py2N2-type ligands and substitution-dependent 

oxidation reactions. 

 

The catalase-like activity of Mn(II) complexes of pyclen macrocyclic ligands has also been 

object of a more recent study (Scheme 23).81 Monomeric and dimeric Mn complexes MnIII-

pyclen and [Mn-pyclen-μ-O]2 were prepared under aerobic selectively by choosing when the pH 

should be adjusted during the process. Pyridine ring in the ligand played a pivotal role in H2O2 

disproportionation reactions. Thus, Mn(III) pyclen complexes showed better TON and TOF 

values than the corresponding pyridine-lacking 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane (cyclen) 

complex at 6-8 pH range. In contrast, TON/TOF values are smaller than the observed for Mn(II) 

complexes with Py2N2-type ligands. Noteworthy, experimental evidences for Py2N2 complex 

MnII-Py2N2, clearly indicates a monomeric catalyst state during the oxygen evolution,76,77 while 

spectroscopic evidences points to the dimeric [MnIII-MnIV(-O)2]3+ species with MnIII-pyclen, 

which is likely the truly active catalyst. Unfortunately, MnIII-pyclen were not capable of 

promoting water oxidation. 



 

Scheme 23. Synthesis of mono- and dimeric Mn(II)-pyclen complexes in oxidation reactions. 

 

Superoxide dismutase activity (SOD) studies of Mn(II) complexes MnIIL30 and MnIIL31 

with two pyclen based ligands functionalized with acetate pendant arms has been reported 

(Scheme 24).35 These complexes showed SOD activity, in contrast to the corresponding Mn(II)-

PCTA complex. This fact was attributed to coordinative saturated structure typical of PCTA 

complexes, which makes them kinetically robust. In contrast, the presence of an inner sphere 

water molecule in complexes MnIIL30 and MnIIL31 made them reactive in SOD processes. 

Indeed, coordinated water dissociation allows the interaction of Mn(II) with the O2
– radical 

anion, promoting its decomposition. Nevertheless, catalytic activities of both complexes is 

considerably more modest than those normally observed for others Mn(II)-SOD mimetic 

models.82 

 

Scheme 24. Synthesis of MnIIL30 and MnIIL31 with SOD activity. 

 

3.3. Nickel and palladium complexes in C–C or C–X oxidative couplings. 

Nickel and palladium catalysts play a prominent role in C–C and C–heteroatom bond 

formation via cross coupling reactions.83 It is generally assumed that group 10 metals operate in 

these reactions through low oxidation states (M(0), M(I) or M(II)). However, recent studies 

indicated that higher oxidation states of Ni can be conveniently applied in catalytic C–C and C–

X bond formation reactions.84,85 In this regard, the capability of pyridine-containing 

tetraazamacrocyclic ligands to stabilize uncommon oxidation states has been thoroughly 

investigated by Mirica and co-workers in the last years. Thus, they have reported a number of 

Ni(III)/Ni(IV) pyridinophane complexes which were able to promote oxidative C–C and C–X bond 

formation reactions in stoichiometric processes.86 Moreover, they also showed that isolable and 

fully characterized neutral and cationic Ni(III)-complexes coordinated to pyridinophane Py2N2 

ligands were catalytically relevant in cross-coupling reactions.87,88 

More recently, the group of Prof. Mirica expanded the scope of the reactivity high 

valence nickel(III) complexes showing their ability to promote C–C and C–O bond formation 

reactions using O2 or H2O2 as convenient oxidants (Scheme 25).89 Square planar nickel(II) 



complexes NiII-L41 were simply prepared using Ni(II) cyclometallated species 95 and several 

Py2N2-type ligands. Those complexes underwent mild oxidation with AgSbF6 enabling a 

straightforward access to high oxidation state nickel(III) complexes NiIII-L41, which could be 

isolated and fully characterized. Interestingly, oxidation of nickel(II) complexes NiII-L41 with 

most ideal oxidants (O2 or H2O2) led to compounds 96-100 by means of C–C and C–O bond 

formation reactions, which likely occurred via nickel(IV) intermediates. The product distribution 

could be rationalized with the ligand properties. Thus, the presence of electron withdrawing N-

Ts substituent favoured C–C bond forming reactions, since the reductive elimination occurs 

faster for five or four coordinated Ni complexes. On the contrary, non-asymmetric ligand L41f, 

reacted preferentially via C–O bond formation. This fact was attributed to the supposed superior 

ability to stabilize high valence Ni(IV) intermediates, which might favour processes involving 

oxonickel(IV) species. Finally, the steric bulk in L41d ligand might prevent any exogenous 

reactivity suppressing C–O bond formation reactions as observed. 

Mirica’s group has also took advantage of the properties of Py2N2 ligands to study 

oxidative C–C bond coupling in palladium complexes.90 Remarkably, Pd(II) complexes were 

readily oxidised by means of O2 or peroxides to form stable cationic Pd(III) intermediates, which 

easily undergo C–C bond coupling to form ethane (101) by reductive elimination. Very recently, 

they studied the reactivity of various pyridinophane Pd(II) complexes PdII-L41f derived from non-

symmetric L41f (Scheme 25).91 The use of this ligand resulted in lower stabilities of high valence 

Pd(III) and Pd(IV) complexes with respect to previously reported examples with N-alkyl-

substituted Py2N2. Nevertheless, the formation of pseudo-tridentate Cl2PdIIIL41f and 

Me(Cl)PdIIIL41f complexes by 1e– oxidation process was experimentally confirmed by EPR 

spectroscopy. In contrast, the characterization of the corresponding Me2PdIIIL41f or 

Me2PdIVL41f generated by 1e– or 2e– oxidation processes remained elusive. This translates into 

higher reactivity since fast formation of ethane (101) was observed under very mild reaction 

conditions. In this case, key Me2PdIVL41f intermediate was detected by ESI-MS. Moreover, the 

fast reaction of complex Me2PdIIIL41f with MeI (102) to give cleanly ethane provided additional 

evidence of an easy oxidative addition. It should be noticed that, even in the presence of a protic 

solvent and O2, generation of methane or products arising via C–O bond formation were not 

detected. 



 

Scheme 25. Synthesis of Ni and Pd complexes with Py2N2 ligands and their uses in C–C and C–O 

bond formation reactions. 

 

3.4. Palladium and cobalt complexes in reduction reactions. 

While the use of pyridine-containing tetraazamacrocycles as ligands in metal-catalysed 

oxidation reactions is common, the use of metal pyridinophane complexes in catalytic reduction 

reactions is very rare. In this sense, Mirica and Sinha recently reported the first electro-catalytic 

oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) to H2O using a molecular palladium complex (Scheme 26).92 In 

this case, robust cationic Pd(III) complex Me(Cl)PdIIIL41d,93 was capable of promoting the ORR 

under low potentials in the presence of moderate to weak acids such as AcOH. Interestingly, the 

ORR could be accomplished under homo- or heterogeneous conditions. While a deep knowledge 

of this transformation is still required, the first mechanistic studies suggested initial steps 

involving Pd(III) dimeric species, likely with a Pd-peroxo-Pd structure, followed by true ORR in 

which an acetate-bridge Pd(III) dimer might be relevant. 

 

Scheme 26. Me(Cl)PdIIIL41d for electrocatalytic oxygen reduction reaction. 



 

Another example of reduction reactions was reported by Webster, Zhao and co-workers 

describing the electro- or photocatalytic generation of H2 from water with soluble Co(III) 

complex CoIIIL44 (Scheme 27).94 The corresponding ligand L44 was prepared from Py2N2 through 

a controlled benzylation, subsequent treatment with CoCl2 enabled the preparation of complex 

CoIIL44. Finally, oxidation with AgPF6 in water led to the formation of the required Co(III) 

complex CoIIIL44, with an inner-sphere water molecule. Unfortunately, this complex could not 

be characterized by X-Ray diffraction. 

Observed TON-values of 140 and 200 (mol H2/mol catalyst) for the electro- (pH = 7) or 

the photocatalytic production (pH = 6), respectively, were lower than those observed for related 

macrocyclic cobalt complexes.95 Nevertheless, electrochemical studies showed that L44 has a 

good electron-donating ability compared to linear ligands and that reduced species of CoIIIL44 

are then less stabilized. Mechanistic studies suggested that a pentacoordinated Co(II)-H species 

is involved during H2 generation providing a hydride. The most likely scenario is that external 

water delivers the proton. Although protonated ligand might also serve as proton source, 

computational studies indicated that this pathway is energetically disfavoured. 

 

Scheme 27. Pentacoordinated CoIIIL44 complex for H2 generation from water. 

 

3.5. Iron-catalysed C–C bond formation through direct C–H functionalization. 

The use of iron(II)-pyclen complexes as catalysts in cross-coupling chemistry, a field still 

plainly dominated by palladium and to a lesser extent by nickel, was reported by Wen and co-

workers in 2010. Particularly, they showed that the simple catalytic system comprising iron(II) 

oxalate and pyclen or Py2N2 as ligands were able to promote a direct C–H arylation with aryl 

boronic acids and pyrroles, which were used as solvent (Scheme 28).96 The reaction proceeded 

regioselectively at position 2 of the pyrrole (103) with a reasonable broad scope and efficiency. 

Importantly, the authors noticed that oxygen was required for the reaction since under inert 

conditions the reaction failed. Accordingly, the participation of oxo–iron complex intermediates 

as truly catalytically active species were preliminarily postulated. Notably, the corresponding 

cyclen analogue gave rise to lower yields and appreciable amounts of phenol derived from 104. 

This fact underlines again the ability of pyridine-containing macrocycles to stabilize highly 

oxidized intermediates. Later, the Prof. Green’s group performed a more profound study of this 

coupling reaction (Scheme 28). First, they prepared a series of dichloro iron(III) pyclen complexes 

confirming the oxidation state of the metal, which showed a 5/2 spin state.97 Cautious control 

experiments indicated that only complexes FeIII-pyclen, FeIIIL1 and FeIIIL2 were catalytically 

active. Additional studies, including ligands lacking of pyridine ring, showed that iron(II/III) redox 

potential and cis-labile coordination sites were main factors for the success of the reaction.98 

The role of necessary oxygen was also studied and excluded oxidation of pyrrole and 

participation of radical intermediates.99 Moreover, formation of bimetallic μ-oxo species, such 



as (Fe-pyclen)2O, was observed under the reaction conditions, yet independently prepared 

complex (Fe-pyclen)2O was not able to promote the reactions. From this detailed studies, a more 

realistic proposal might involve the participation of Fe(IV)/(V)-oxo complex intermediates as 

responsible for the direct activation of the C–H bond of the pyrrole followed by transmetallation 

step and reductive elimination to yield the coupling product. 

 

Scheme 28. Iron(III)-pyclen type complexes for C–C bond formation via C–H bond 

functionalization. 

 

3.6. Copper-catalysed carbene transfer reactions. 

Caselli and co-workers have intensively studied the application of copper(I) complexes 

of 12-membered pyclen ligands in the asymmetric cyclopropanation of alkenes using diazo 

compounds as carbene precursors.100,101 In particular, C1-symmetric pyclen derivative ligands 

L45-L48, which could be assembled in sequential manner to allow the functionalization of 

various positions (Scheme 29), have been employed in those studies. Interestingly, this reaction 

could be accomplished under flow conditions with CO2 as carrier using a hydrogen bonding 

supported chiral copper(I)-L48b complex.102 

More recently, the ability of copper(I)-pyclen catalytic systems in cyclopropanation 

reactions was demonstrated. Specifically, the cyclopropanation of vinylindole derivatives with 

stabilized diazo compounds as the carbene source was reported by Pirovano and co-workers 

(Scheme 29).103 Completely site- and diastereoselective cyclopropanation occurred at the indole 

ring, providing dearomatized vinylcyclopropanes, as illustrated for the reaction between 2-

vinylindole 106 and diazo compound 107 to prepare cyclopropane derivative 108, among other 

examples. Interestingly, the use of non-racemic chiral ligand L47 enabled the asymmetric 

synthesis of 107 with a remarkable high enantioselectivity. The importance of the pyclen-type 

ligand deserves to be highlighted. Indeed, rhodium(II) or copper(I) catalysts, typically employed 

in cyclopropanation reactions, led to inferior results in terms of efficiency and also asymmetric 

induction, as compared with the use of famous BOX ligands. 

In the same context, Brambilla and co-workers reported the reaction of 4H-furo[3,2-b]indoles 

with diazo compounds to provide conjugated oxoindolines, as indicated with the transformation 



of fused furoindole 109 into indoline 110 by means of carbene transfer with diazo 107 (Scheme 

29).104 In this case, the use of well-defined copper(I) catalyst CuIL46 led to better results than 

those obtained with in-situ generated catalyst. The overall transformation comprises a 

cyclopropanation/ring-opening reaction cascade. Once again, the ligand played a substantial 

role providing better results that the naked copper catalyst. In addition, rhodium or gold 

complexes used in closely related chemistry did not compete with CuIL46.  

Apart from typical cyclopropanations, Vicente, Caselli and co-workers studied the X–H bond 

insertion reaction of carbenes generated from diazo compounds using pyclen-type ligands and 

copper (Scheme 29).105 A catalytic system consisting of Cu(OTf)2·C6H6·and pyclen ligands L45 or 

L47 efficiently promoted the insertion of the carbenes derived from diazo compounds into Si–H 

bonds of a variety of hydrosilanes. For instance, the synthesis of functionalized silane 113 from 

diazo 112 and hydrosilane 111 could be accomplished even at low catalyst loadings with a 

remarkable high TON value. The use of L47 provided moderate values of enantiomeric excess at 

low temperature in this transformation. Moreover, the same catalyst system proved capable of 

promoting O–H or N–H bond insertions in phenols or anilines in synthetically valuable yields. 

 

Scheme 29. Cu(I)-pyclen ligand complexes for carbene transfer reactions. 

 

3.7. Silver-catalysed domino reactions involving cycloisomerizations. 

Metal complex coordinated to pyclen-type ligands have been also employed in 

cycloisomerization reactions involving alkynes. Prior studies from Caselli, Abbiati and co-

workers106,107,108 on this topic have been implemented recently. In 2020, they disclosed domino 

reactions of 2-alkynylbenzaldehyde derivatives with electron-poor anilines to prepare 1-

aminoisochromene derivatives (Scheme 30).109 The use of well-defined silver complex AgIL46 

enabled the synthesis of chromene 118 from aldehyde 116 and aniline 117, as representative 



example selected from the remarkable scope. Notably, naked silver salts led to poorer results. 

Next, a related domino reaction using the same aldehydes along with 2-(hydroxymethyl)anilines 

cleanly afforded benzoxazino isoquinoline derivatives, a biologically relevant polycyclic scaffold, 

in high yields (Scheme 30).110 The synthesis of compound 120 from aldehyde 118 and aniline 119 

is shown herein as an illustrative example for a transformation which, again, showed a broad 

scope. In contrast, attempts to perform asymmetric transformations provided only modest 

results. 

 

Scheme 30. AgIL46-catalyzed domino reactions of alkynylbenzaldehyde 116 with anilines. 

 

3.8. Zinc complexes and ferrates for the utilization of CO2. 

A mayor goal in current research is focused on developing methods to use pollutant CO2 

in the synthesis of high valued products. Among several alternatives, using CO2 for the 

preparation of cyclic carbonates relies as one of the most interesting transformations. In this 

regard, Caselli and co-workers have recently disclosed that well-defined cationic ZnII-pyclen 

complexes were a competent catalyst for utilization of CO2 in cycloaddition reactions with 

terminal epoxides (Scheme 31).111 In particular, zinc-pyclen complexes XZnII-pyclen (X = Cl, Br, I) 

were easily prepared form zinc halide salts in very good yields and they could be fully 

characterized. X-Ray diffraction analysis of zinc cationic complexes revealed a distorted square 

pyramidal zinc environment, which provides a free coordination site on the zinc and might 

eventually make use of the outer-sphere anion. 

These complexes showed a notable activity in the reaction of epoxides and CO2 to yield 

cyclic carbonates, which could be efficiently obtained under solvent- and additive-free 

conditions at a moderate CO2 pressure of 0.8 MPa. All zinc(II) complexes promoted the 

transformation, yet better results were obtained for the bromine complex BrZnII-pyclen. The 

reaction worked nicely when accomplished with terminal epoxides, providing high yields and 

selectivities, as indicated for the formation of carbonate 123. Moreover, the catalyst could be 

reused at least up-to four times, indicating its robustness. In contrast, limitations regarding 

challenging di- or trisubstituted epoxides are still to be addressed. 

More recently, the same authors reported the preparation of new “ferrate” species 

L49·FeBr4, obtained by reaction between FeBr3 and a protonated pyclen ligand L49 (Scheme 

31).112 This species was also a competent stand-alone catalyst for the production of the cyclic 

carbonates from CO2 and epoxides, which operated without the addition of any external 

nucleophile. L49·FeBr4 proved to be active even under mild conditions (25 °C and 1 atm of CO2) 

and a competent catalyst at higher temperatures, with reasonably good TOF values. In addition 



to the fact that the iron is on the anion, protonated macrocyclic ligand was soluble due to the 

presence of bulky alkyl substituents on the nitrogen atoms. 

 

Scheme 31. Synthesis of Zn(II) and ferrate pyclen-derived complexes and its use for conversion 

of CO2 into cyclic carbonates. 

 

4. Outlook. 

The chemistry of pyridine-containing 12-membered tetraazamacrocycles with pyclen or 

Py2N2 skeleton is experiencing a remarkable growth in the recent years. In this review, we have 

provided an overview of newly prepared 12-membered pyridinophanes, in some cases showing 

a significant structural complexity. It should be noticed that these strategies, in spite of their 

apparent simplicity, are still challenging. Thus, rational designs in the synthesis on new ligands 

should definitely face issues related with green processes, atom and step economy, among 

others. This fact, along with the possibility to use less toxic metals might be further exploited in 

the development of more efficient and safe reagents for MRI and other applications in medicinal 

chemistry. 

A number of studies indicated the relevance of the structure of the ligand, particularly 

of the pyridine ring. This can strongly influence the metal upon coordination and in some cases 

provide unique properties and reactivities. In redox chemistry, continuing studies on high 

oxidation states have allowed to shed light on the mechanisms of oxidative reactions catalysed 

by complexes mimicking enzymes, as well as the synthesis of extremely active catalysts for 

oxidation reactions. However, the stability of the ligand toward harsh oxidising conditions 

employed in catalysis still remains as a relevant challenge to address. Moreover, the applicability 

of this complex in reduction reactions remains underexplored and new findings are yet to come 

out. 

The conformational flexibility and high coordination modularity displayed by these 

ligands represents an advantage to access different geometries of the metal centre facilitating 

changes in the oxidation state. In contrast, this property turns into a problem when attempting 

stereoselective reactions. In this sense, studies on stereoselective catalytic applications of 

pyridinophane ligands need to be tackled. We may anticipate an exciting future for this 

exceptional class ligands which should still find more applications in catalysis, especially if the 

current library and the possible modifications to these systems are soon further expanded.  
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